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ABSTRACT: The skyline of the Indian woman stretched out past the limits of home and family with the 

approach of Western training and thoughts. Indeed at the point, the ideas of selfhood, autonomy and recreation 

are still under question. The more extensive range of life ensnares her job in the family and questions her 

socially-appointed subordinate status. Instruction and introduction to present day life and solace are just a few 

increments which, even in spite of the fact that she claims, she can’t use as per her desires. The deconstruction 

and recreation of woman’s job as spouses, little girls and moms show up in Indian just as Western fiction. 

Shashi Despande’s investigation of women issues through her books present prior to us a touchy depiction of 

Indian Womanhood. She at first depicts her courageous women as quiet sufferers, who act yet not respond, 

watch with eyes shut, and estimate without point. In any  case, after the acknowledgement of their selfhood, they 

develop as completely unique people, who promptly acknowledge an incredible issue. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Sashi Deshpande’s courageous women are taught, current, and supplied with abilities; still they endure 

in their very own home and in the general public. The job of the supplier is pushed on woman in view of the 

average cost for basic items. However, she needs to adapt to the job of a provider and the model spouse and 

mother. Sadly, she regularly finds that despite her financial freedom, regardless she assumes the job of a 

substitute for man and is required to smother her own desires and voice as a person. Numerous Indian books 

which take up women’ issues offer a fringe treatment of the subject, or feature the ideals of Indian woman, for 

example, persistence, commitment, regard, dutifulness and acknowledgement of what is anticipated from her. 

The Dark Holds No Terrors and That Long Silence by Shashi Deshpande are diverse as in they question to some 

degree the fantasy of man’s  unchallengeable predominance and of woman being a saint to him. The Dark Holds 

No Terrors introduces the tale of a woman, a specialist, holding a decent position in the general public. 

Correspondingly That Long Silence delineates an informed woman who is gifted and profoundly qualified, and 

takes fastidious consideration of her family; still she is ignored, as an individual. 

 The Dark Holds No Terrors recounts the narrative of a marriage on the stones. Sarita, also called Saru, 

the hero, assumes the dynamic job of an effective specialist by day, and an assault injured individual in the 

hands of her better half around evening time. The tale, profoundly complex in structure what’s more, interlaced 

with disasters and sufferings intensely disentangles the psyche of the character, Premila Paul remarks that, “The 

tale is an interesting investigation of male brain science by a woman, which thusly turn into an article of the 

female mind as well” (31). Saru is an individual who endures enormously, playing out the job of a girl and 

spouse. Her mom had dependably showed up as  an imperious figure and represented a danger to her uniqueness 

and self-will. The ruling mother considers Saru to be a risk to be shed, an item to pitch, a weight to be facilitated 

and as an individual who has no directly to any decision through out everydaylife. Alluding to her pubescence, 

Saru says, “A sort of disgrace that inundated me, making me need to seethe, to shout against the way that place 

me in indistinguishable class from my mom…In case you’re a woman. I would prefer not to be one.” (62) 

 Saru from youth onwards turns into a prey to certain minor mental disturbances. She was abused by her 

mom, and her more youthful age extends the distress and torment that she  was experiencing. The mother’s over 

the top love towards her child and her disregard of Saru constantly twisted her. She makes a urgent endeavour to 

conquer the underlying exploitation, for an incredible duration. The manner by which one can leave this 

circumstance is through passionate direction and  support, however and still, at the end of the day she neglects to 

achieve  that end, as her dad dependably remains as a pitiable figure who can’t enable his little girl to out of the 

tangles of enthusiastic battles. Youth is the best stage in a person’s life, yet Saru was never ready to appreciate 

it. Amid her developmental years she encountered a wide range of pressures, both mental and physical. In this 

way the fits of rage which she shows in her adolescence, attributable to her mom’s overwhelming nature, in the 

long run lead her towards getting to be claustrophobic. An individual confronting such circumstances urgently 
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needs love and sympathy as an answer for her internal inconveniences. Be that as it may, Saru’s adolescence 

was without passionate help which is the essential directly of a kid.  

 Customary Indian culture dependably centers on the male sex as the definitive and prevailing part of 

the way of life. The inclination that is connected with the male sex is found in the novel, as Saru grows up as an 

unfortunate casualty to her mom’s sexual orientation predisposition. As a tyke she knows about her mom’s 

inclination to her sibling. Her sibling Dhruva’s birthday is commended with much grandeur and show while 

her’s is frequentlydisregarded, as she is a young woman. In another episode, Saru recollects the consistent 

updates a young woman gets about her predetermination to get hitched and consequently deserted: 

 Don’t go out in the sun. You’ll get even darker. 

 Who cares? 

 We have to care even if you don’t.  

 We have to get you married. 

 I don’t want to get married.  

 Will you live with us all your  life? 

 Why not? 

 You can’t. 

 And Dhruva? 

 He’s different. He’s a boy. (45) 

 A similar tendency of preparing a young woman to wind up a woman with the goal that she can work 

the family unit errands appropriately turns into the sole worry of parenthood. A woman along these lines turns 

into a ware to be sold and for a similar she must be alluring. The subject of driving the life of an item is one of 

the real worries of Socialist Feminists. The idea of regarding woman as a property to be arranged turns into a 

common subject in the books of Shashi Deshpande.  

 The issue of character assumes a noteworthy job in Saru’s life. For an incrediable duration she is 

viewed as an individual building up her personality to pick up help and social acknowledgement from her estate 

and society. In Indian culture a lady’s character is set apart by monthly cycle, marriage and kid bearing. These 

are the generally acknowledged personality jobs of feminity. The young lady isn’t relied upon to have any 

sexual wants, nore should she be given any data with respect to sex. She is prepared for the satisfaction of the 

fundamental objective and motivation behind her reality, specifically the sexual delight of her significant other, 

and reproduction.  

 Deshpande’s father character are in every case great and strong. In Roots and Shadows, Indu’s dad 

sends her to an English medium school, while her cousin goes to the vernacular medium school. Urmila in the 

Binding Vine is raised by her dad to be independent to the point that it is she who inundates his fiery remains in 

the stream at Haridwar. In That Long Silence, the hero Jaya’s dad sends her to a religious circle school, a lot to 

the dissatisfaction with her customary grandma. Jaya’s dad urges her to disrupt the regular guidelines in which 

convention ties her: 

 “You dislike the others, Jaya’s Appa had said to me, hauling me savagely out of the  

 Sheltered hover in which alternate young ladies had stood, young ladies who had  

 Performed pujas and come to class with turmeric-colored strings round their wrists  

 And necks, young ladies who, it had appeared, requested simply the predetermination 

 Of being spouses and moms. (136) 

 In this way her dad is portrayed to be more liberal than the mother who is delineated as being over 

shadowed by male centric qualities, as well as the instrument of ideologically decided mingled designs. The 

heroes of Deshpande decline to acknowledge mother figures as their symbols. Saru’s mom is in a route in 

charge of her awful life by engraving in her an inclination that to be conceived as a young lady kid and to carry 

on with the life of a lady are among the significant condemnations looked by individuals. In the wake of 

understanding this at a beginning time, her each progression was towards out to be a capable individual, by 

surrendering the masque of ladylike subjugation.  

 Saru in the advancement towards immaturity unavoidably runs over various novel circumstances which 

she couldn’t have envisioned. Her passageway to school life was as an extremely basic, direct and studious 

young lady, however later on, influenced by the organization of her companions, she rises as a completely 

changed individual. She turns into a lady, all the time being helped by her mom to remember the equivalent and 

eventually she begins despising her claim womanhood. She says, “I can recall shutting my eyes and 

imploring….Oh god, let it not transpire….May there be a marvel and given me a chance to be the one female to 

whom it doesn’t occur” (62). The horrifying sentiments reproduced by such development are enormous. With 

the physical development, she is presently expected to have passed one period of life. The obstructions of 

society spread their alarming appendages over her and she feels detestable, yet powerless. 

 The retribution intention towards her mom and society turns out to be so solid in her that she figures 

out how to get great checks in her examinations. The mother was against her desire to wind up a specialist and 
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an autonomous lady. Her solitary concern was to get her offered and to facilitate her responsibility. In any case, 

Sarita finds financial freedom as the main methods for survival. She starts to rehearse drug, not to recuperate 

individuals of their infections, but rather to profit. There comes when she can see herself experiencing her 

activity like an energized manikin having lost the human touch. 

Conclusion: 

 Thinking about the individual existence of a character, one acknowledges the way that each individual 

fantasizes about power. Be that as it may, even in the domain of each dream, there is a tinge of the real world. 

This the truth is now and again bleak, and now and again, it leads towards passionate satisfaction. Saru is 

exceedingly decided, however issues result in light of her outsized sense of self and aching for power. She 

challenges conventional codes at the smallest danger to her significance, as that is the thing that she missed and 

wanted in her mom’s home.  
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